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LABRANCHE EAST MARSH CREATION PO-75

ZERO 0 FEET TOP OF BARGE DECK
MUDLINE @ EL -1.7 FEET
NO SAMPLE RECOVERED

BROWN PEAT

VERY SOFT BROWN PEAT ORGANIC CONTENT = 111%
VERY SOFT BROWN PEAT SPECIFIC GRAVITY = 1.68
VERY SOFT BROWN PEAT ORGANIC CONTENT = 43%
VERY SOFT BROWN ORGANIC CLAY
FIELD VANE = 0.072 KSF @ 7'

FIELD VANE = 0.085 KSF @ 17'

FIELD VANE = 0.057 KSF @ 13.5'

FIELD VANE = 0.103 KSF @ 22'

FIELD VANE = 0.118 KSF @ 13.7'